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Abstract

Successful ontological analysis depends upon having the right underlying theory. The
work described here, exploring how to understand organisations as systems of social
norms found that the familiar objectivist position did not work, eventually replacing it
with a radically subjectivist ontology which treats every thing, relationship and attribute
as a repertoire of behaviour as understood by some responsible agent. Gibson’s Theory
of Affordances supports this view in relation to our physical reality and the concept of
norms extends the theory naturally into the social domain. A formalism, Norma, which
captures the need always to specify the responsible agent and some more or less
complex repertoire of behaviour, introduces the concept of ontological dependency
where one repertoire depends for its existence on another. This unusual logical
relationship allows one to devise schemas which can generate systems as by-products;
the paper ends with an example dealing with health insurance. To emphasise the
validity of the underlying philosophical position, the paper is written in E-Prime
(Borland 1974), English without the verb "to be" which forces one to abandon the
objectivist way of thinking in favour of one that accounts for the world in terms of the
actions of agents.

The commitment we make concerning what kinds of things exist must be the deepest
we make in forming a view of the world, so deep as a rule that it tends usually to
remain implicit in what we say. Habitual ways of thinking and language itself can keep
our ontological assumptions submerged in the unconscious and, by doing so, these
influences can hold us prisoner to a set of ideas. This paper explains a radically
subjectivist ontological position which we eventually adopted to replace the old
objectivist view which did not work.

We inteded our research on the problem of describing organisations accurately as
information systems to lead to better ways of analysing, specifying and developing
computer-based information systems. In this we have now succeeded but in many other
surprising ways, in particular in developing a method of semantic analysis that appears
capapable of generating a cannonical semantic form. The crucial ingredient in this
method, the concept of ontological dependency, I shall explain in this paper.

Ontological theory versus ontological engineering

Our research into methods of specifying organisations as information systems made use
of legal norms as experimental material. (Organised behaviour implies regularities
caused by people tending to follow norms, hence to understand and specify organistion



we could try to do so by treating norms as our primitive concept. No more of this here
- see Stamper 1994) Naturally we encountered the same problem as Cyc, and in much
the same light as Lenat and Guha (1990, p.23):
"Choosing a set of representation primitives (predicates, objects and functions) has been
called ontological engineering - that is, defining the categories and relationships of the
domain. (This is empirical, experimental engineering, as contrasted withontological
theorizing, which philosophers have done for millenia.)"
and we made significant progress, demonstrating an expert system shell at the workshop
on computers and law in Swansea in 1979. But this attitude towards ontology will not
work in the longrun for large human systems.

If you want a machine to pass the Turing test for artificial intelligence, then you can
build your own local solution for manipulating symbols in ways that will pull enough
wool over the eyes of the individuals in the neighbouring room recruited to judge the
machine/person undergoing the test. Turing’s test avoids the real difficulties of
ontology (pure nominalism suffices in a world of character-strings), semantics (treated
intuitively by the judge) and intentional behaviour (no serious commitments made) by
limiting itself to desktop activities. In the world of practical human affairs where laws,
organisational norms and culture matter, we exchange signs not as tokens on a kind of
chess board but as instruments for action. I propose a tougher criterion for intelligence
outside the laboratory or the school examination room: the subject and the judge must
enter into serious social relationships in which the subject will have to discharge the
commitments it accepts and account for its failures in a responsible way. The enginee-
ring of character-string manipulation in a laboratory would not suffice in for systems
that must play in integral role in an organisation or society.

Using the law as experimental material brought with it more than the benefits of an
endless supply of complex but fairly clear norms to study; it forced us to accept some
rather obvious premisses to which a training in natural science or mathematics tends to
blind one. In an attempt to create a legally oriented language (Legol) that ordinary
users would understand fairly easily we adopted as a quality goal the hiding of as much
structure as possible, perhaps an arbitrary criterion but one that inadvertanty pointed us
in the right direction. It soon became evident that everything in the domain of
everyday human affairs seems to involve time and also some responsible agent, because
timelessness places things in a distant, abstract world, and we know nothing without
involving someone at least as an observer. The central role of the agent began to
emerge but our understanding of time had some way to go.

The emergent structure owed not a little to an analogy with the notion of spatial
coordinates but extended to a space of social as well as physical reality. Thus: to own
a licence to publish this paper in the proceedings of a conference one had to find one’s
way first to the literary work in question, then to the copyright in it, then to someone’s
ownership of the copyright and the licence incorporating a limited portion of those
rights, then to the ownership of the licence by someone else and to the inclusion of one
literary work within another and to its publication; the licence in question makes no
sense without all these other things making sense, just as a point in three dimensional
space makes no sense without understanding how to move in each of the three dimensi-
ons. Clearly, at the origin of this elaborate, social coordinate system we find society
itself acting as the agent.

Progress was good and the quality criterion of having a uniform, hidable structure
behind every thing grew into a goal of creating a semantic normal form. Given a
cannonical structure to capture meanings, every analyst would contribute his or her



share towards a grand, coherent structure and computer-based systems developed for
different parts of an organisation would not remain island of automation, but would
naturally link up to one another as their functions began to overlap. This goal did not
seem unattainable.

So, at that stage, everything mentioned in a norm had, besides a label (natural lanuage
word or a name), a sort (the kind of universal it instantiated), optional start and finish
events, an authority (an agent or a norm) and any number of antecedents one had to
know about to understand the thing in question. We implemented a new interpreter for
the Legol formalism (Tagg 1979) which had the nesting of antecedents on the basis of a
paper (Stamper 1978) on the goal of a semantic normal form. The next step suggested
itself: make the start and finish mandatory. Sociologists had not problem with the idea
of the social construction of at least the social part of our reality (Berger and Luck-
mann, 1967); theologians might object but we could leave them to their own account;
more troublesome were mathematicians who study an eternal reality but a number of
writers (Lakatos 1976, Bloor 1976 and 1983, Davis and Hersh 1983, Kitcher 1984, De
Millo et al 1979) made clear that one might argue for an underlying empirical and
social foundation for mathematics, thus bringing its concepts under the rule that
everything has a finite period of existence. This made it easier to impose on the
predicates and functions the constraint that they could only exist during the coexistence
of their immediate antecedents, but things of a social kind would not obey this
constraint without making it difficult to handle such things as a tax liability for income
in the previous year, certainly, in my experience when the income has all gone, the tax
liability remains in existence. Time remained an enigma.

But rescue came in the form of semiotics, the doctrine of signs, which makes clear the
role that signs (information) play in the construction of our social reality. The blinding
ontological insight that we can experience only the here-and-now and that we can only
bind the present to the past using signs transformed the picture. As any practiced tax-
evader will tell you, the liablity only exists by virtue of the revenue service demanding
payment on the basis of the record of one’s income; so, avoid the demand, or better
still, rid the world of the record of income, and the liability vanishes. Henceforth we
applied the cooexistence rule to all antecedents.

The education we all receive in natural science and mathematics encourages us to
believe in an objective reality composed of individuals and all kinds of set-theoretic
structures build from them, and to which our words point when we ask for their
meanings. We still held that view. Nevertheless our emerging theory had all the
building bricks for constructing an ontology upon quite a different basis. Clearlywe
can know of no reality without involving an agent of some kind, ourselves or another
person or group, even for purposes of establishing commonsense knowledge we must
admit a group agent as large as society as a whole; indeed none of us would never have
learned much about the world without assimilating the perceptual framework built up
over centuries by society at large. This makes possible the leap from an objectivist
paradigm to a radically subjectivist one which requires the recognition of a responsible
agent behind all knowledge. The authority as a necessary attibute of everything
removed from this step any technical problem: we had already embedded the solution in
our schema. The difficulty of inventing individual instants or intervals in order to
introduce time into an objectivist ontology had evaporated. everything incorporates
time in its start and finish events which we can only know through the use of signs to
represent them. The trouble with our excellent education in science and mathematics
arises from our having come to believe it as a matter of commonsense: we forget its
sophistication. Approaches to ontology, as in Cyc, which take for granted the space-
time continuum begin at the wrong end. Mankind has built up an understanding of



reality in small steps that never had the assistance of Newton or Einstein. We handle
time, therefore simply by referring as the events defined by an instance of anything to a
sign which means something else during whose existence the event occurred. These
interrelationships constitute what we understand by time; chronological time, the time of
the physicist, we can then build upon this simple pre-historic invention. Everything we
experience we experience here and now in a concrete way, including the signs that
stand for other things, and from which we construct the past, future and distant things.
Contrast this with the ontology of Cyc (op. cit. p.172) which admits the existence of all
kinds of intangible objects but does not mention signs! In the pursuit of a cannonical
semantic structure, this discipline of explaining the existence of everything in terms of
what we can know directly in the hre-and-now, makes a major contribution. We
invented modern physics as a most remarkable semiological structure and any good
ontology should help us to account for how the science emerged from our prehistoric
invention of signs (language and drawings) rather than the other way round.

Arbitrariness still remained, especially in the easy-going acceptance of any number of
antecedents. When analysing a problem under these lax conditions, people would
advance an unhelpful diversity of solutions, so it seemed reasonable to adopt, at least
for experimental purposes, the hypothesis that two antecedents would always suffice. It
worked. In no case did the restriction prevent one finding a suitable analysis. But
there remained the question of how to justify this constraint, which I can only answer
with the following arguments:
1. From a mathematical point of view we can always transform a graph having nodes
with three or more antecedents by adding dummy nodes to make it comply with the
two-antecedent rule.
2. Occams’s Razor, "Entities are not to be multiplied without necessity." or "It is vain
to do with more what can be done with fewer." suggests keeping the permitted number
of antecedents to a minimum, as a feature of the ontological theory; the fact that the
rule increases the number of elements in the ontology does not violate the Razor
because these additions belong to the object of study rather than to the theory.
3. Popper (1972, p.81) conceived his refutationist method of scientific discovery as "a
method of bold conjectures and ingenious and severe attempts to refute them." A bold
conjecture, in his view, go against expectations, contradict earlier theories rather than
vary them in minor,ad hoc ways, thus exposing itself far more to the risk of refutation
than any pedestrian hypothesis, so that it wins greater credibility should refutation fail.
Most people seem to think the two-antecedent rule counter-intuitive, and therefore a
fairly bold conjecture.
4. The objection that introducing dummy nodes would only add irrelevant features to
the analysis turned out to be false, in practice; in fact, of thead hoc solutions that
Popper despises, the additional nodes always resulted in finding significant semantic
features that would otherwise have remained hidden behind a larger array of antece-
dents.
5. The strict two-antecedent rule greatly reduces the possibility of arbitrariness in the
schema, thus making it less likely that it represents a work of imagination by the
analyst rather than modelling the reality evolved by a community for the domain of
action. Expressed differently: the rule makes it easier to subject a schema to critical
analysis and more difficult to excuse any arbitrary solution.
6. In practice, the schemas produced have delivered an unusually high degree of
robustness to changes in requirements, almost certainly as a result of eliminating
arbitrariness which tends to leave instabilities lurking in the system.
In short the principles of Occam and Popper make the theory more informative while
experience shows that the schema more informative inpractice.

At this point we stood on the brink of switching from an objectivist to a subjectivist



position but it seemed impossible to let go of the notion of a universe populated by
individuals. What could take their place? If the individuals exist independently of the
agents who observe and use them, then the agents only play an incidental and optional
role. To ensure a central role for the agent, we must abandon our faith in self-standing
individuals, but how. A debate on the psychology of perception indicated the way.

Certainly, no world is perceived without an agent to do so and perceiving always
implies some kind of behaviour, at least of a passive kind. For our purposes, we found
that James Gibson had proposed the most relevant theory of perception. He worked on
the perceptual problems of pilots during the second world war during which he created
his Theory of Affordances. Gibson gave the agent a central, creative role in perception
instead of the passive role of a receiver of sense data which the agent’s eyes and brain
assemble into a perception of some object, first on the retina and then in the mind. The
classical picture of visual perception shows rays of light radiating from the object, with
the eye intercepting and sensing a few of them for the observer to interpret, as illustra-
ted (Gibson 1979, p. 59) in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1: Classical paradigm for perception - ready-made objects being sensed

Gibson’s theory replaces this classical diagram by a totally different one of an agent
bombarded with signals from all directions, an agent swimming in a sea of information,
an agent who perceivesinvariants in this information-loaded environment. Figure 2
(Gibson p. 72) shows a little of the optical environment sensed by an observer in two
different positions. The agent also senses sounds and their echos from the walls of the
room, smells, temperatures and, most importantly, his or her own movements. For its
survival and well-being, the agent needs to recognise what it can do, so it must
distinguish those valuableinvariant repertoires of behaviour afforded by the agent-in-
its-environment. The crucial, theoretical ontological step forward we take by recogni-
sing that the agent need only perceive theseaffordances, as Gibson called these
invariant repertoires of behaviour, as pathways for action. Indeed the perception of
ready-made individuals begs the question of how to learn about their existence ready for
the act of observing them, whereas the perception of affordances explains how we
manage to introduce the notion of individuals into our universe. As Quine (1953 p. 44)
in his essay "Two dogmas of empiricism" has expressed it: "The myth of physical
objects . . . has proved more efficacious than other myths as a device for working a



manageable structure into the flux of experience." Gibson has done us the service of
looking behind the myth to the deeper ontological foundation on which we have chosen
to build our theory.

FIGURE 2: Gibson’s paradigm for the perception of invariants in the ambient
information

The visual perception of affordances which Gibson studied depends upon finding
spatial, geometric invariants signalling a kind of behavioural repertoire. The movement
towards or away from something illustrates this. Anyone walking but especially anyone
driving a car towards a wall or flying a plane towards a runway depends for safety
upon an ability to perceive, in the combination of visual field and kinaesthetic sensati-
ons, an affordance that includes the following invariants in the optical array: a central
point towards which one moves; an array of closed curves moving out from that central
point; at invariant speeds which depend upon their proximity to and angle from the
centre and speed of approach, with additional invariance in the rate of change of these
speeds for a given acceleration by the observer, see Figure 3 from Gibson (p. 125).
The visual cues merely signal the opportunity of approaching or distancing oneself from
something, of themselves they have little importance compared with the behaviour made
possible or necessary by proximity to food or an enemy.



FIGURE 3: Invariants in the visual field of a pilot landing an aeroplane

This approach to perception introduces a remarkably unified ontology. Objects no
longer exist as things that stand by themselves which have properties by themselves. A
cup becomes an agent’s experience of a repertoire of affordances such as the ability to
hold liquids in certain positions, the noise it makes in hitting various surfaces, the
visual/tactile shape it displays, and so on. The entity-relationship-attribute confusion
vanishes from this perspective.

But we needed a still greater unification. Gibson limited his concerns to the perception
of the physical world but the notion of an affordance generalises naturelly (Stamper
1985) to include the invariants that we perceive in our social world. If one has a
copyright one possesses an invariant repertoire of rights, duties, liberties, immunities
and others have their converse in any behaviour relating to that literary work. A cup
has a number of social invariants in addition to its physical ones, for example it enables
us to drink liquids in a manner acceptable in polite company and it can enter into the
invariant of ownership, just as a copyright can. We create the invariants in our social
world using norms, not only legal norms but informal and cultural norms. Hence I caled
the formalism under construction, Norma, a (proto-)logic of norms and affordances.

NORMA

Norma has a syntax that expresses the two underlying ontological principles:
1. we can have no knowledge without a knower, and
2. that knowledge depends upon what the knowing agent does.

more radically but more simply
1’. for all practical purposes, no reality exists without an agent, and
2’. the agent constructs reality through behaviour.

Perhaps we should add that we cannot separate the agent, except in an arbitrary way,
from its environment because the behaviour involves both.

These two principles imply a syntax for a formalism to represent the knowledge of the
agent:

knower-term behaviour-term or
agent-term action-term

which ties all knowledge to a responsible agent. Notice that nothing exists indepen-
dently of its realisation by an agent.

This has some interesting consequences, for example, the fact of the inseparability of
the physical and the abstract which Cyc takes as fundamental. As a counterpart in
Norma we have the substantive-semiological distinction between those affordances used
for a direct knowledge of the world and those used to provide knowledge via the use of
signs.

We can combine action terms, constructing various compound affordances using the
operatorswhile, orwhile, whilenot and so on. These lead to the logical aspects of
Norma about which I shall say no more but, instead I shall focus on a more funda-
mental feature of the language, and more germain to our interest in ontology.



Every realisation represented by the basic wff:
agent-term action-term

specifies a modified agent
(agent-term action-term)

which has available to it some other, additional affordances which depend for their
existence on the antecent:

(agent-term action-term) action-term
agent-term action-term action-term

for example
person upright walk

where the concatenation of the action-terms expresses their ontological dependency. In
some cases a joint affordance must be available:

agent-term (action-termwhile action-term) action-term
for example

Society (personwhile person) marriage
and given these two kinds of antecedent possibilities, we can construct the complex
ontological schemas which define domains of action in all kinds of business contexts. I
present an example below taken from health insurance.

Before doing so, I should like to point out another distinction between this approach
and that of Cyc. We presume that people have evolved patterns of behaviour because
of their effectiveness in real life situations. The relevant behavioral repertoires will
have names (different ones in each language) making up the vocabulary of the domain
of discourse. But notice we concern ourselves with action rather than discourse,
language and other forms of semiosis we treat as just another layer of behaviour. In
defference to the accumulated wisdom of the society that has evolved this rather
sophisticated ontology, we refrain as far as possible from inventing ‘Humpty Dumpty’
words of the kind beloved of programmers (examples from Cyc include its slot names:
‘languageWrittenIn’, ‘relevantTexts’, ‘historicalIncarnationOf’) and we confine ourselve
to the affordances with natural language names. (Naturally, we can use the labels from
any number of different languages, which leads to a neat semantic translation device
based around the linguistically neutral ontological schema representing structures of
behavioral invariants.) When one’s preoccupations centre on the actions of people in
everyday affairs rather than on the sophisiticated manipluation of character strings to
give an appearance of intelligence, this limitation on the specificiation language makes
good sense.

Ontological analysis in practice

To illustrate the use of the concept of ontological dependency in practice we use the
case of a health insurance problem. The company offers a variety of policies each of
them administered by a separate department which must do what the legal norms in the
contract document prescribe. Hence this study began from a reading of the ‘small type’
on the form filled in by each client. We have no need to incorporate the whole of the
two pages of fine print into a schema sufficient to handle most of the data for adminis-
tering the policy. Suffice it to focus on the substantive elements, omitting the parts that
deal with passing messages because they will have to change as we redesign the
system. On this basis, we present the analysis in Figures 4.1 to 4.7 which collectively
form a single ontological schema for this one health insurance policy.

The schema covers the seven aspects selected on no other grounds than their apparent
suitability for making the total structure fairly readable:
1)diagnosis



2)treatmen
3)professional
4)personal
5)contract
6)claim
7)documentation.
The basic convention employed uses a line from left to right to represent an ontological
dependency. From any element to the root, Society, the lattice they define we call the
branch of that element, and suitable instances of all the elements it includes must
coexist for the defining element to exist. In the schema, we label only universal
elements not particulars, so one can read it by thinking of each label as heading a list of
particulars of that sort, where every particular and universal has implicitly a start and
finish event and associated authorities responsible for determining its existence. One
can see the ontological dependencies as temporal constraints, the understanding of
which contributes significantly towards our understanding of the meanings of the labels
in terms of the underlying affordances or repertoires of behaviour.

The solid lines impose the time constraints on the elements labelled. The broken lines
tell us that we refer to an antecedent that signifies what stands in the diagram, Thus in
Figure 4.3 the general practitioner performs the act of referring not by using the
medical condition a person has but by using asign (probably written in the letter
addressed to the specialist). The broken line does not impose a time constraint on the
apparent antecedent but upon a sign representing it. One can see the importance of this
in the figure for claims where making a claim does not imply the existence of cost or
the use or the resource, which will have passed into history before most people claim
on the policy.

The figures employ a few other notations. Each box contains specific forms of the
generic labelled above it, as in the cases of professional body, relationship, legal person,
resource or document. In a few cases we represent a specific-generic relationship using
an arrow, so that a partial performance of a medical procedure also counts as a
performance, and a person counts as place for tracking the movements of documents.
In one case in the last figure, the universal functions as the antecedent because, for our
purposes, a type of document contains a type of data element while the relationships of
particulars does not interest us. Notice also the use of role names added to the arcs for
dependencies: a role name functions as a reference to the whole structure defining it
with the additional indication of the antecedent of interest. The circled numerals serve
merely to link the figures together by referring to another figure containing the
antecedent. Finally, the elements prefixed by a hash, £, differ from the others because
they are like measurements and always have as an implied second antecedent some
standard; thesedeterminers only exist on the basis of a whole population of elements of
the sort specified by their explicit antecedent; thus £cost makes sense only for a
population of uses.

This ontological schema has important properties. One may find errors in this schema
but doing will lead us to an improved solution, so the method’s lack of arbitrariness
guarantees the gradual evolution of high quality solutions. Any such changes we
accommodate by finishing the erroneous, universal element and starting the correct one.
Of course the business needs may change but only if they call for so radical a change
as to revise the fundamental view we have of the world will the schema alter. This
property of stability brings major benefits for the maintenance of the system based on
the schema. Incidentally we can implement the basic application simply by inserting
this schema into a Semantic Temporal DataBase.



4.1 Diagnosis4.2 Treatment

4.3 Professional4.4 Personal
FIGURES 4.1 - 4.2: An Ontological Schema for a Health Insurance Problem

4.5 Contract4.6 Claims



4.7 Documentation

FIGURES 4.5 - 4.7: An Ontological Schema for a Health Insurance Problem
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